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Apical gingivitis is a chronic inflammatory disorder of episodic tissues caused by pathogens of the core origin. Persistent encephalitis occurs when the treatment of the root canal for semacal gingivitis does not adequately eliminate infection within the enemy. Problems that lead to persistent apical gingivitis include: inadequate sterile
control, poor access cavity design, missed ducts, inadequate devices, debris residues and temporary or permanent leaks. Even when more stringent procedures are followed, apical gingivitis may continue as the symptomatic aloncys, due to the complexity of the root canal system formed by the main channels and dependency, its
ramifications and tabernabes where the remaining infection can continue. Moreover, there are extra-radical factors - located within the inflamed semiotic tissue - that can interfere with healing after treatment of apical gingivitis. The causes of persistent apical gingivitis after root canal treatment have not been well characterized. During the
1990s, a series of investigations showed that there were six biological agents that led to the continuation of non-transverse radiological enzymes after root canal treatment. These are: (i) persistent intra-diameter infection in the complex root canal system; (b) intra-sample infection in the complex root canal system; and (2) infection of the
internal canal. (ii) Infection is outside its scope, usually in the form of anyearal actinomikosis; (iii) the mobilization of the extruded root canal or other external substances that cause the UFO reaction; (iv) the accumulation of subjective cholesterol crystals that irritate semiotic tissue; (5) real cystic lesions; and (6) healing tissue scar tissue
from the lesion. This article provides a comprehensive look at the non-solution quasi-causing factors that are perceived as non-symptomatic radioactive lons after treatment. Before the inflammatory postperiod or other names gingivitis lilies, episodic gingivitisdental image of the tooth shows chronic pericarditis on the left root of maxillary II.
Notice a large restoration present in the teeth, which will have undergone pulp necrosis at the pre-development of this lesion. Specialization in gingivitis, gingivitis or gingivitis [1] (AP) is a severe or chronic inflammatory lesion around the top of the root of the teeth, most commonly due to bacterial invasion of the tooth. [2] It is likely to be the
result of untreated tooth decay (tooth decay), and in such cases it can be considered a continuation in the natural history of tooth decay, irreversible, and pulpitis and necrosis. Other causes can include obstructive shock due to high spots after repairs, extrusion of the root filling substance's tooth, or bacterial invasion and infection of the
gums. Pre-period gingivitis may develop into an abscess in a bruised state, where a group of pus is formed at the end of the root, as a result of the spread of infection from the tooth (friendly infection), or to An anus cyst, where the epithelial lined, shaped a structure filled with fluid. Derived, the name refers to inflammation (Latin, -is)
around (semiotic- ) root head or top (-apical) of the teeth (-odont-). Aneurysm is an alternative term. Diagnosis of the radiation features of inflammatory lesions vary depending on the temporal course of the lesion. Because very early lesions may not show any changes in the beam, the diagnosis of these lesions depends only on clinical
symptoms. Chronic lesions may show more changes (radial) or solid (dark), or both. The classification of gingivitis in an irregular state is usually based on whether the process is acute/symptomatic or chronic/symptomatic. (Note: Alternative names for organelles (gingivitis) and occasional gingivitis include acute gingivitis in the acute
afternoon (or symptoms) of gingivitis in the post-... Chronic gingivitis in chronic preterm (or symptoms) of gingivitis in the post-period. Related lesions in addition to interstital cysts, gingivitis can at some point lead to various related lesions, including granular tumors and cysts. [3] Myocardial inulator (also referred to as a yoghurtor or
radioactive granulocyte) is a mass of chronically inflamed granuloma that forms at the top of the root of non--dead (dead) teeth. [4] Although there is no real granuloma, due to the absence of granuloma, the term anterior granuloma is widely accepted.) [4] Options may include antibiotic treatment (in the short term) or root canal therapy or
extraction. Epidemiology of gingivitis at some point in the form of what is a very common condition. The prevalence of gingivitis in the pre-age period is generally reported to vary by age group, for example, 33% in the 20-30 age group, 40% in 30-40 years, 48% among those aged 40-50, 57% between 50 and 60 years of age and 62% in
the 60-age age group. [5] Most epidemiological data were generated in European countries, particularly Scandinavia. While millions of root canal treatments conducted in the United States alone each year, the total numbers of these cases do not provide reliable indications of frequency, even for the display of total gingivitis (given that root
canal treatment is not always indicated or complied with, it can also be performed in the absence of gingivitis in all periods). References ^ Nair PN (April 2006). On the causes of persistent apical gingivitis: a review. International Labiat Magazine. 39 (4): 249–81. Doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2591.2006.01099.x. PMID 16584489. ^ Segura-Egia JJ,
Castellanos-Cosano L, Machuka G, Lopez-Lopez J, Martin Gonzalez J, Velasco-Ortega E, et al (March 2012). Diabetes, aneurysm and the result of therapy. Medicina Ural, Ural's Batology e Seruga Pucal. 17 (2): e356-61. Doi: 10.4317/medoral.17452. PMC 3448330. PMID 22143698. ^ Gronet I, Ludiin G, The government's support for the
government's work in the country is a very good development. Morbidity of apical gingivitis: literature review. Journal of Oral, Facial and Maxillofacial Research. 2 (4): e1. Doi: 10.5037/jomr.2011.2401. PMC 3886078. PMID 24421998. ^ Ap Neville BW, Dam DD, Allen CA, Bouquot JE (2002). Diseases of the mouth, face and jaws (2 Ed).
Philadelphia: W. B Saunders. P. 113-124. Your response is 978-0721690032. ^ Hargreaves Sleeve, Cohen S, Raman H, A (2010). Cohen's Tracks of Pulp (10 Ed). St. Louis, Mo.: Mosby Elsver. P. 529-555. Your response is 978-0-323-06489-7. External links ClassificationDICD-10: K04.4 (acute gingivitis of pulp origin), K04.5 (chronic
gingivitis). MeSH: D010485 Recovery from 16 recovery from chronic Apical gingivitis Dag Ørstavik introduction to modern maxillary maxillary facials has many advanced methodologies for diagnostic evaluation of diseases and conditions associated with bing. Some are used mainly in hospitals and universities; others are gradually
recruited by expanded public and private clinics. Computerized tomography (CBCT) has become very useful in selected cases of pulp. However, cost concerns, particularly radiation, limit the applicability of these and other relatively advanced methods. Radiography, therefore, in the absence of a lack of diagnostic insight beyond clinical
examination in pulppractice, remains the main source of vision. It has a history of almost one century, and during this period the entire dental profession has accumulated and shared information derived from its application, especially information related to the albion. In fact, the concepts that have evolved with regard to the three-
dimensional features of apical gingivitis are based on the two-dimensional performances of quasi-radiography. Cost and radiation concerns also dictate that for large-scale epidemiological studies and in clinical research, year-end radiographic imaging (or permaal planning) is often the only available method that can give sufficiently
accurate data. So while the amount of information that can be available through cbct use, it is necessary to organize and maximize the information that can be obtained with traditional, periapical radiographic imaging. Radiographic features of Apical 100 gingivitis resulting from pulp infection usually occur to the apical entrance area of the
vessels and nerves to the pulp, thus the traditional extent of apical gingivitis. Gingivitis from a pulp infection may also occur in a side and furcal infection, with optional labels such as lateral, furcal, and vertical bands. The pathognomonic, the features of radiographic imaging are the same: the apical lesion has a drop-shaped, radiolucent
appearance, gum ligament (PDL) tapers off in the outer perimeter of the lesion, and the lamina cycle is absent at the top other gates to enter the pulp. The size of the lesion varies from a few millimeters to several centimeters (figure 16.1). Figure 16.1 established, apical gingivitis. The radioactive lesion has a drop-shaped appearance; The
PDL tapers off towards the outer perimeter of the lesion; The lesion itself begins with the infected contents of the root canal (printed by Ørstavik and Larheim, 2008, courtesy of John Wiley &amp; Sons). 12. These changes that can be detected in radiographic imaging may appear to be minimal or no changes in radiation. In humans, little is
known about the speed and dynamics of initial changes in bone mineral content and structural changes that occur in the early stages of infection. In some cases, a widespread decrease in mineral content may be detected; in others, primary or low-grade infection may be associated with structural non-regulation of the bone in a seminal
area (Brynolf, 1967) (Figure 16.2). Figure 16.2 may be associated with primary or low-grade infection with a lack of structural regulation of the bone in the seminal area. (a) Symptoms with acute gingivitis. (b) Two weeks after the lesion enters a chronic stage. (c) Control after one year. More animal studies are known. Over a period of
weeks to several months before the creation of a granuloma to ananeous cyst, tissue changes occur that may be detectable to reorganize the area to become occupied by the lesion (Friedman et al., 1997; Ørstavik &amp; Larheim, 2008). The glycele abscessis is divided into two categories: the cyst in the bay or the pocket and the
periapical real cyst (Nair et al., 1996; and S.1996. Simon, 1980). The cavity of the first in continuity with the root of the lumen canal; The real cyst is separated from the root and therefore may be resistant to conventional root canal treatment (RCT) and need surgical excision. It is controversial whether the radiative appearance has useful
advantages in distinguishing between the cyst and the granuloma (Shrot et al., 1993; White et al., 1994). The traditional belief that a transparent wireless edge indicates the existence of a bag has been challenged (Ricucci et al., 2006). What is more generally agreed is that with increased size, perhaps also age, of the lesion, the greater
the likelihood of finding cystic elements in the lesion (Carrillo et al., 2008; Kizil and Energin, 1990). Tissue responses to substances and procedures while extruded radical packaging substances may have a negative effect on healing in the treatment of chronic apical gingivitis (Sjögren et al., 1990), the substances themselves seem to have
little effect on the bone mineral content or structure. However, it is traditionally recognized that a small area with a radiofrequency may persist around these excess substances at the root canal opening (Strindberg, 1956). With some materials, such as resins and metal trioxide, we may hope to improve tissue integration There is no radio
lighting area or smaller oceanic lighting for the material (Rud et al., 1991; Torabinejad et al., 1995). Treatment and filling procedures may cause transient loss of minerals (increased radiation devouring) in periapex (Benfica e Silva et al., 2010; Ørstavik, 1991), but this is reversible and does not usually initiate or maintain acute or chronic
gingivitis (Sjögren et al., 1990) (Figure 16.3). However, the extruded material was associated with the formation of granular and cyst (Koppang et al., 1989; Love and Firth, 2009). Figure 16.3 Average change in bone density (ratio of diseased area vs. natural peripheral bone in percentage) after treatment of oral gingivitis with selsapex
(squares) or procosol (diamonds) (rate of Ørstavik, 1991, courtesy of John Wiley &amp; Sons). Responses to surgical radiation analyses of the jaw bones after apical surgery offer certain problems. The cavity created during surgery becomes a starting point for follow-up controls for healing. Two processes can now work: on the one hand,
the blood clot will become regulated and begin to minerals. On the other hand, the remaining infection may partially interfere or fully interfere with the healing of the surgical site. The resulting radiation image may be difficult to interpret, and extreme caution must be exercised when evaluating healing (Fig. 16.4). Figure 16.4 Ambiguity in
the interpretation of postoperative healing. One-year follow-up radiation imaging (C) shows a clear sign of healing, but the remaining infection cannot be ruled out from pre-pathology i. (a) The issue of acceptance. (b) Immediate postoperative radiation imaging. Thus, in a classic study comparing radiation healing from chronic apical
gingivitis treated traditionally or surgically, it was found that short-term observation periods (6 months) tendto favor surgical treatment, while the results are considered good or better for conventional recourse after 1-2 years of observation (Qvist and Rhett, 1999). The healing properties of chronic Apical gingivitis biological processes that
lead to the removal of granulated or cystic lesion are not well understood. The fibrous nature of most lesions makes it likely that healing requires a great deal of time in all cases. Furthermore, there were factors relating to the size and location of the lesion, the general health and constitution of the patient, and the remaining infection in the
region (Brummer and Van Wyk 1987, Fouad and Berleson, 2003; Segura-Egea et al., 2005) may contribute to changes in the healing pattern. While it may be tempting to look at bone healing as a balloon shrinks in size, it may also begin to mineralise irregularly from within the lesion, and as the spice penetrates from the ocean towards
the central region. Such different patterns of healing are likely to produce different radiation manifestations. To observe the so-called full healing, individual cases may have to be followed to Years, with late healing observed as much as 17-27 years after surgery (Mulvin et al., 2002) (Figure 16.5). Figure 16.5 to monitor so-called full
recovery, individual cases may have to be followed for several years, with late recovery observed after decades of treatment. (a) The lesion after 17 years of treatment; (b) healing after 27 years (printed by Mulvin et al., 2002, with the permission of John Wiley &amp; Sons). Computer-assisted means of radiological analysis have indicated
that in many cases, if not in most cases, increased radiation density may often appear after a few weeks and very regularly in a period of 3-6 months (Keruso and Yorstavik, 1997). Changes can also be detected early (Figure 16.6). Figure 16.6 In many cases, if not in most cases, signs of healing may often be seen after a few weeks and
very regularly at 12-26 weeks (modified from Trop et al., 1999, with the permission of Elsevier Ltd). However, a 1 year period may be necessary to assess the overall outcome after treatment for chronic apical gingivitis; Even those cases requiring longer time for full recovery are generally improved enough to be classified as clinically
successful after 1 year (Cvek, 1972; The united states of The United States of The United States of Africa, which has been the most in the world for more than a year, has been able to Rhett, 1987 ( Figure 16-7). Figure 16.7 Cumulative percentage of teeth that will eventually be healed at annual intervals of pulpy treatment with apical
gingivitis (modified by Ørstavik, 1996, courtesy of John Wiley &amp; Sons: Solid Boxes, Data from Cvek et al. (1976); steel diamonds, data from Ørstavik et al., 1987). Evaluating healing in clinical practice radiation control for healing is usually done by comparing radiographic recall with the one taken at the time of treatment. The
government's decision to re-establish a new government in 2008 was a very important one. There are automated computer-assisted means of analysing and comparing semi-typical radiological images, but accurate documentation and accuracy are weak. Ways to determine the healing of apical gingivitis include measurements of bone
density ratio in the lesion versus the normal bones surrounding it; Digital release of densities in the corresponding areas in two radiation images; measurement of the size of the lesion (see below). Clinical trials and epidemiology should recognize the basic difference between RCT infected and uninfected teeth. RCT diagnosis after biopulp
ablation is clearly superior to that of RCT on teeth infected with chronic apical gingivitis (Kerekes and Tronstad, 1979; Ng et al., 2011; The united states of The United States of The United States of Africa, which has been the most in the world for more than a year, has been able to make a great With the application of more sensitive
means of detection (CBCT), it is likely that the teeth may show more residual infection than is currently assumed (de Paula-Silva et al., 2009). It is very unfortunate that clinical and experimental studies are still being carried out where two The diagnosis is mixed into the design. This situation in epidemiology cannot be avoided, making the
interpretation of these data very complex (see below). Dental treatment with any lesion before surgery granulated development is usually asymptomatic, and basic chronic apical gingivitis (CAP) is often detected in radiation imaging taken for other reasons. The time cycle of its development in humans is difficult to create for the initial apical
gingivitis treatment. However, after filling the root of vital teeth, many studies have monitored the result of treatment by repeated and regular radiation follow-ups. It has been found that some 90% of teeth develop a lesion (secondary apical gingivitis) can detect conventional radiographic imaging after 1 year (Ørstavik, 1996) (Fig. 16.8).
Figure 16.8 can detect about 90% of teeth that develop a lesion (secondary gingivitis) with conventional radiographic after 1 year. Bars are standard distractions (reprinted from Ørstavik, 1996, courtesy of John Wiley &amp; Sons). The concept of success/failure in daily practice and clinical research of the success of the inferior glands is
described as the absence, clinically and radioactively, of signs of apical gingivitis. In practice, radiolysis is performed by comparing radiation imaging reminders with radiation imaging before surgery or immediately after surgery of the age involved. For teeth without lesion before surgery, failure is recorded when the semiotic area becomes
more radioactive; For teeth with lesions, the comparison appears to heal, which may be recorded when the change is pronounced in favor of the X-ray call (Fig. 16.9). Figure 16.9 Traditional monitoring of the healing of apical gingivitis. Compared to immediate postoperative radiation imaging (A), the bone is formed after 3 months (B), and
full recovery is observed after 12 months (C). Otherwise it fails. With this scoring method, success rates are generally recorded very high for each of the diagnostic categories. In the individual case, the success/failure assessment is further combined with the patient and operator's pre-defined goal of the procedure (Friedman, 2008). The
problems with this assessment in scientific studies are the lack of agreement on what constitutes the appearance of a lesion for the treatment of vital teeth, and when an increase in bone density at the height of the tooth with a lesion before surgery is large enough to be called natural, healing, or healed. It is difficult / &gt; only gold
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